Editorial Notes
We are happy to publish Volume III of Dhaulagiri Journal of
Sociology and Anthropology (DJSA). We express our
happiness for lot of attention and respect paid to bring the
journal in this stage. We were able to conduct a workshop
funded by International Network for the Availability of
Scientific Publication (INASP), UK. This workshop was a
corner stone to highlight our journal nationally as well as
internationally. We would like to extend our heartfelt thank
to INASP and especially to Julie Walker and Sioux Cumming
for their special contribution to this regards.
We would like to thank those who participated on the
workshop made valuable contribution. We were able to
organize a seminar funded by University Grants Commission
(UGC), Nepal and to all resource persons who came and
contributed, among them special contribution came from
Professor Chaitanya Mishra by accepting as Chief Guest for
opening ceremony and Prof. Nav Raj Kanel, Dean of
Humanities and Social Sciences, Tribhuvan University, as
Chief Guest for Closing Ceremony. We would like to thank
Professor Ram Bahadur Chhetri for his valuable suggestions
and comments during public opening ceremony of Dhaulagiri
Journal of Sociology and Anthropology Volume II. We have
good news that our journal has been enlisted on Directory of
Open Access Journals (DOAJ). Ebscohost, USA is also
interested to enlist our journal and within short time we will
get some good news.
We would like to offer vote of thanks to Mr. Tika Ram
Gautam, former Head of Department, who transferred to
Central Department of Sociology/Anthropology for his
valuable contribution to this journal from initiation. His
immemorial contribution lies as an editor as well as an
author. Now, we are facing more responsibilities and

challenges at the department. We are suffering of being few
faculties at the department and we have many challenges to
meet. Similarly, we would like congratulate to Mr. Man
Bahadur Khattri, the Editor-in-Chief of this journal for being
appointed as Head of Department.
Editors continue mission of journal to incorporate articles
from different parts of the world and encourage young and
enthusiastic scholars to submit their research work for
publication in this journal. This mission has been partly
successful due to help and co-ordination from our best
wishers. We are committed to publish quality journal but still
we are not satisfied ourselves. We are always desperate with
lacking time and resources. We also faced some problems
because of our contact email address was hacked by cyber
criminal. We expect our readers provide us concrete and best
suggestions to improve quality of the journal and we always
appreciate highly trained research scholars be our authors.
The Editors

